The Tehama “work from anywhere”
solution for financial services companies
FOR A SECURE, COMPLIANT HYBRID WORKFORCE

Hybrid work is here to stay — and that poses challenges for many financial services companies. Tehama provides a secure virtual
infrastructure for banks, credit unions, and other finance-sector organizations to work safely with an “anywhere” workforce.
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Tehama’s one-of-a-kind platform

SECURING HYBRID WORK FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES

gives financial institutions with large,
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for complex infrastructure or additional tooling, making it easy to connect employees,
contractors, freelancers, and vendors to sensitive and compliance-intensive financial data
and applications.
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Tehama’s SaaS delivery model

BENEFITS OF TEHAMA FOR THE FINANCIAL SERVICES SECTOR

includes all updates, configurations,

Faster time to value

integrations, and support. Whether
you choose a subscription or
consumption-based model, we
provide:

Flexibility
Pay by the hour — so you
can scale up or down as your
needs change.
Predictability
Pay per user per desktop,
capped at 160 hours per
month.
Clarity
No hidden costs or
unexpected bills.

Our cloud-based platform lets you deploy
virtual work environments anywhere in
the world, with on-demand desktop
configuration and automated IT resource
allocation for greater business scalability.

Built-in governance and compliance
Tehama has more than 80 built-in SOC 2
Type II controls, making it easy to meet
regulatory requirements such as FINRA,
PIPEDA, OSFI, NYDFS 23, and NYCRR
500. Every Tehama session is logged and
recorded, so auditors and risk managers can
ensure all compliance requirements are met.

Improved workforce productivity and
user experience
Because virtual workspaces can be
configured and provisioned in minutes,
disruption and downtime are kept to a
minimum. Employees simply log into
Tehama and can immediately begin work
with all the tools they need.

Optimized costs for remote/hybrid
workers
Our software-as-a-service (SaaS) model
helps reduce costs for cloud transfer,
compute, GPU, and storage, as well as
endpoint management and support costs
— for a lower total cost of ownership
compared to legacy VDI solutions.

Vendor consolidation
By combining all the tools and technologies
for secure work from anywhere in a single
platform, Tehama reduces unnecessary
costs and complexity — no laptops to ship
and no need for difficult integrations with
third-party point solutions.

Faster, more efficient IT support
We centralize and optimize workflows
across the IT lifecycle to simplify desktop
and application delivery. We also manage,
monitor, and support all Workroom services
for faster IT response times and significant
cost savings.

KEEP YOUR DATA SAFE WITH TEHAMA

Endpoint device isolation

Policy-based access control

Workers can collaborate securely and
deliver services to only the on-premises
applications or cloud-based Workroom they
are authorized to access.

Organizations can restrict access by
location, clearance level, and more.
Multi-factor authentication, network
segmentation, and a Secrets Vault for
privileged credentials ensure all data in
the Tehama platform is protected.

Data encryption
Everything that happens in a Tehama
Workroom is encrypted, as is all
communication between the Tehama
platform and the financial services
infrastructure — eliminating the need for
untrustworthy VPN connections.

Tehama is the safer, smarter,
more productive way for financial
services companies to deploy a
hybrid workforce.
Contact us to learn more or to set
up a demo today.

Get a Demo
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